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It is to remedy this lack of knowledge and to marshal a host of facts in
readable form that Major Coleman-Cooke has written this excellent book.
In just over two hundred pages he deals with the first use of DDT against
malaria, the agricultural revolution in Britain, and the first public alert
following the fox disease in 1959 and the poisoning of pigeons, game and
other birds from seed dressings. He follows through the implications of
chemical farming from the thin layer of soil on which all life depends to
the processed food we eat. A series of valuable tables shows the toxic
doses of all the most widely used chemicals, and he describes the work of
the various Government Committees and other bodies concerned with the
problem—the latest research shows that even the seas round our coasts
are contaminated and that the rate of contamination is still increasing. No-
one concerned with these great issues should be without the information in
this book, which is admirably prefaced by Sir Solly Zuckerman's address
to the Association of British Manufacturers of Agricultural Chemicals.

C. FLOYD.

Public Relations in Natural Resources Management, by
Douglas L. Gilbert. Burgess Publishing Co., Minneapolis,
$2.40.

Young biologists who embark on a career in conservation expect to spend
most of their time working with wildlife; they may soon find that more
of their time is spent working with people. This remark by Thomas L.
Kimiball, of the National Wildlife Federation in his Foreword to this book
underlines its value.

The author, who is Associate Professor of Wildlife Managament in the
Colorado State University discusses the application of modern techniques
of communication in the field of nature conservation, where the under-
standing of an informed public is vital if the natural resources of the earth
are to be managed in a spirit of trusteeship, and he has tackled bis task
with much zest. The history of public relations, modern methods of gaining
the confidence and goodwill of sportsmen, farmers and other land users—
for there is no such thing as 'the public', but rather a host of different
publics—the value of press articles, advertising, lectures, films, radio and
television, all are briefly discussed in the light of experience gleaned in the
United States. Some of the lessons he has mastered are relevant to the
situation in Britain.

There are times when this well-documented book seems to labour the
obvious. Yet no harm is done by repeating that people should be treated
with courtesy and respect, that undue secrecy arouses suspicion, that
dissension among naturalists may damage the image of the conservation
movement, or that the chairman of natural history organisations should
not emulate one Who introduced the author with the words "Some guy from
the Forest Service is here to show us a film about something."

GARTH CHRISTIAN.

The Birds of the Palaearctic Fauna, by Charles Vaurie.
Witherby, 12 gns. (Vol. 1, 5 gns.; Vol. 2, 7 gns.).

The second and concluding volume of Charles Vaurie's invaluable
synoptic Survey of the Palaearctic avifauna has now been published. Volume
1, which appeared in 1959, dealt with the great order of Passerifiormes, the
perching or song birds. This volume covers all other orders of birds, from
the ostriches to tfhe woodpeckers. The information given is for each species
and subspecies of its synonymy, habitat and range, both within and without
the Palaearotic region, which of course includes North Africa. The first
volume when it appeared immediately replaced Dresser's Manual of
Palaearctic Birds, now over 60 years old, as the standard work on the
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subject, and the second volume maintains its exceptionally high standard of
scholarship.

Despite the severe compression necessitated by the style of the work,
the Autolycus type of reader may yet pick up some unconsidered trifles,
such as that pheasants occur wild in the city parks of Tokyo, and that the
last Arabian ostriches were probably killed in northern Arabia in 1939.

R. S. R. FITTER.

The Wood-Pigeon, by R. K. Murton. New Naturalist Mono-
graph No. 20. Collins, 25s.

Anyone interested in the vital statistics of woodpigeons will find this
book a mine of detailed information. Yet those who are particularly
interested in the admirable scientific study of this species, carried out over
the last ten years or more by Dr. Murton and his colleagues, can examine
the results in slightly greater detail in the same author's series of scientific
papers quoted in the bibliography. On the other hand, the general reader,
for whom the New Naturalist books are expressly intended, may well find
the presentation here too detailed for easy reading.

The introductory chapters—largely historical accounts of the changing
status of pigeons in the world in general and Britain in particular—and the
concluding chapters—on the pest status of the woodpigeon and the
feasibility of various control methods—I found the most interesting, for in
them the enthusiasm which Dr. Murton presumably has for the whole of

PETER SCOTT praises
Animals
-WORLD'S LEADING WILDLIFE MAGAZINE
Peter Scott, distinguished naturalist,
author and artist, writes:
"During the two years that ANIMALS maga-
zine has been published it has gained a high
reputation with naturalists and conservationists
throughout the world. I also know that it is
widely consulted and used by libraries, educa-
tional institutions and zoological departments of
universities, as it contains the most up-to-date
news on important wildlife developments."
Week by week, ANIMALS captures vividly the
movement, the variety, the beauty of wildlife.
Every issue has sixteen pages of photographs in
full colour—and at least the same in black and
white. ANIMALS is authoritative. Leading
naturalists write on mammals, birds, fish, insects,
and subjects range from wildlife conservation to
animal behaviour and pet care. Correspondents
in almost every country cover all new develop-
ments and research.

Write now for special subscription offer to: ^ V n i l Y I S l S (O), 37 Hertford Street, London, W.I.

Patrons: Sir Julian Huxley and Sir Solly Zuckerman EVERY TUESDAY 2/6d.
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